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A BSTRACT
Domain experts are inundated with new and heterogeneous types of
data and require better and more specific types of data visualization
systems to help them. In this paper, we consider the data landscape
that domain experts seek to understand, namely the set of datasets
that are either currently available or could be obtained. Experts need
to understand this landscape to triage which data analysis projects
might be viable, out of the many possible research questions that
they could pursue. We identify data reconnaissance and task wrangling as processes that experts undertake to discover and identify
sources of data that could be valuable for some specific analysis goal.
These processes have thus far not been formally named or defined
by the research community. We provide formal definitions of data
reconnaissance and task wrangling and describe how they relate to
the data landscape that domain experts must uncover. We propose
a conceptual framework with a four-phase cycle of acquire, view,
assess, and pursue that occurs within three distinct chronological
stages, which we call fog and friction, informed data ideation, and
demarcation of final data. Collectively, these four phases embedded within three temporal stages delineate an expert’s progressively
evolving understanding of the data landscape. We describe and provide concrete examples of these processes within the visualization
community through an initial systematic analysis of previous design
studies, identifying situations where there is evidence that they were
at play. We also comment on the response of domain experts to
this framework, and suggest design implications stemming from
these processes to motivate future research directions. As technological changes will only keep adding unknown terrain to the data
landscape, data reconnaissance and task wrangling are important
processes that need to be more widely understood and supported by
the data visualization tools. By articulating a concrete understanding
of this challenge and its implications, our work impacts the design
and evaluation of data visualization systems.
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I NTRODUCTION

Technological advances are changing the volume and variety of data
that can be collected and analyzed for scientific inquires. For example, a researcher studying the evolution of deadly disease outbreaks
can now draw upon data from electronic health records, spatial
polygons, social networks, genomics, and sensors embedded in the
local environment. The visualization research literature assumes
that experts have an understanding of these data and intend to derive
actionable insights through exploratory visual analyses (EVA) [2].
However, domain experts who need to integrate and analyze heterogeneous data are becoming increasingly overwhelmed by the
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complexity and heterogeneity of their data, in addition to its volume.
Data visualization systems that support EVA aim to help domain experts explore a dataset in depth, a process we define as investigative
exploration. However, we have also observed that domain experts
frequently need help to identify and triage viable datasets within a
complex and unfamiliar data landscape: a large space of datasets
that are either available to them now, or that they could gather, or
that they could request from some gatekeeper who controls access.
This latter challenge of uncovering data landscapes is overlooked
by the visualization research community. While we were made
aware of this challenge through our collaborations with domain
experts, we have since identified a similar challenge described in
other visualization studies. Through our observations and analysis
of the literature, we have defined two co-ordinated processes of data
reconnaissance and task wrangling that domain experts undertake,
often in an ad hoc manner, to uncover unfamiliar data landscapes in
order identify viable datasets for analysis.
Our work aims to characterize the challenges that domain experts
face when analyzing unfamiliar heterogeneous data landscapes and
the design of visualization systems that may help them. Our first
contribution is a concrete definition of data reconnaissance and task
wrangling processes and to contrast these processes to investigative
exploration. While other studies have described analogous challenges and processes, we are the first to reify these concepts. Our
second contribution is a conceptual framework that illustrates how
these processes serve to evolve an understand of data and tasks over
time. Our third contribution is an initial retrospective analysis of
visualization design studies to assess the prevalence of data reconnaissance and task wrangling processes in prior art. Finally, we
provide a discussion of the effects of using this framework with
domain experts as well as concrete implications for design.
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R ELATED W ORK

We situate our contributions within branches of visualization research that concern methods for eliciting information from domain
experts, existing theories for exploratory visual analysis, and finally
to design study methodologies. We also comment on the limitations of prior work relative to the challenges attending complex data
landscapes.
Elicitation Methods. The difficulty of understanding the needs of
domain experts is well known in the visualization research community, which has long advocated human-centered design methods
for data and task elicitation ( [3], [11], [12]). These methods assume that domain experts have some understanding of their data
landscape and also that data to be visualized are immediately available. However, this assumption does not hold in many situations. In
our own prior research, we have documented how regulatory and
organization constraints introduce overhead to visualization design
and analysis by imposing limitations on data access [5]. We have
found that domain experts who are sufficiently unfamiliar with a data
landscape typically cannot articulate their analysis needs without
further investigation of it. They may have many possible questions,
but determining which of them have a reasonable chance of being
answered depends on what data is available to them.

Figure 1: Conceptual framework for data reconnaissance and
task wrangling. The four phases of acquire, view, assess, pursue
are repeated across multiple cycles of a data reconnaissance and
task wrangling process. Squares represent individual datasets, and
the red arrows indicate domain experts obtaining new data informed
by their assessment of existing data.

Figure 2: Data reconnaissance and task wrangling phases over
time. Within a single cycle (yellow square) a domain expert will
perform the acquire, view, and assess phases in order to familiarize
themselves with their data and determine what to further pursue. Over
a period of time (t0 ...tn ) a domain expert will gather more datasets for
analysis and form crisper ideas of the tasks these data could be used
for. We distinguish three stages of this process, where the familiarity
with the data landscape grows over time: the fog and friction, informed
data ideation, and the demarcation of the final data.

General Purpose EVA Tools. Data visualization tools that support general exploratory visual analysis are unlikely to address the
difficulties of navigating an unfamiliar data landscape. Previous
exploration systems such as Tableau [13] or Keshif [15] have been
architected around the assumption that domain experts are ready for
a deep dive into an existing specific dataset to conduct exploratory
searches [2]. General EVA tools may be used to support data reconnaissance and task wrangling processes but are not explicitly
designed for this purpose. We posit that this lack of support leaves
considerable burdens on the shoulders of the users.
Design Study Methodologies. An alternative approach to general
exploratory systems is to develop bespoke data visualization systems
using approaches such as the design study methodology (DSM) [12].
The DSM employs iterative rounds of task elicitation and prototype
development to uncover data and tasks from an uncertain data landscape. The two major limitations of this approach are the need to
invest many months of time into the process, and the dependence on
a very specific data configuration that weighs heavily in the design of
the eventual solution. It is thus a poor match for assessing unfamiliar
data landscapes during data reconnaissance.
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DATA R ECONNAISSANCE

AND

TASK W RANGLING

We provide a general framing of data reconnaissance and task wrangling as an abstraction of the processes undertaken by domain experts attempting to explore an unfamiliar data landscape.
3.1

Operational Definitions

Exploration is a general term that is broadly applied and consequently, captures many different complex processes [2, 10]. Here
we distinguish data reconnaissance as the process of exploring an

Figure 3: Comparing different approaches to human centered
design. (a) The steps of a human centered design process [11] (b)
A widely used design study methodology [12] (c) Our conceptual
framework.

Figure 4: Data reconnaissance and task wrangling phase breakdown. We indicate the acquire, view, assess, and pursue phases of
our conceptual framework on the human centered design loop. In
our conceptual framework, the visual encoding is not informed by a
specific task, contrary to the central dogma of design methodologies.
However, we argue that domain experts may not have a clear notion
of tasks, but through the process that we call task wrangling their
ideas may evolve over time as they view and analyze data.

unfamiliar data landscape; that is, the very large space of existing
heterogeneous and multidimensional datasets that are not yet understood by a specific person. It includes datasets that already exist but
have not been assessed, or that do not yet exist but could be gathered,
or that do exist but have barriers to access (e.g. due to regulatory
or organizational constraints [5]). Data reconnaissance differs from
data wrangling and investigative exploration which are aimed at a
specific existing dataset that is transformed and analyzed in depth to
generate new insights.
Task wrangling is the process of progressively forming a crisper
notion of both what tasks a domain expert needs to address and
whether available data is suitable for them. We follow the DSM [12]
definition of a clarity axis with crispness in contrast to fuzziness on
its two ends, where a crisp task has a clearly defined goal with a
known set of steps. The DSM also states that task crispness should
evolve over time, but assumes a clearly demarcated dataset. Task
wrangling describes situations where the data itself is also fuzzy.
Data reconnaissance and task wrangling are related but distinct.
A better understanding of the data landscape can help to improve the
clarity of tasks, and clearer tasks provide further information about
which areas of the data landscape to next pursue. We posit a chronological ordering where data reconnaissance and task wrangling come
before investigative exploration and data wrangling. The objective
of data reconnaissance is to identify relevant data, and the objective
of task wrangling is to identify relevant visual analysis tasks. The
outcome of these processes can feed subsequent exploration and data
wrangling activities. Although we reify and name these processes
explicitly for the first time, there is clear evidence that previous
visualization researchers have indeed faced these challenges. For
example, Ghani et al. [7] state that the challenges of forming crisper
tasks for their study are exacerbated because “multimodal social
networks are not a well established concept even in social science”.
Wood et al. [14] discuss the complex trajectories of different do-

mains that do not follow a “a linear progression” toward crisper
tasks, but involve a more dynamic relationship between data, tasks,
and understanding.
3.2

Conceptual Framework

We have devised a conceptual framework, shown in Fig. 1, that is
composed of four phases that delineate data reconnaissance and
task wrangling processes: acquire, view, assess, pursue. In the first
phase, domain experts acquire some initial data in the form of one
or more heterogeneous datasets. Domain experts may have some
pre-determined research questions and are attempting to assess the
suitability of available data to address this question [1]. Alternatively,
domain experts may not have any research question in mind, but
instead may wish to derive a hypothesis [2]. For example, domain
experts may conduct initial pilot studies to explore an unfamiliar
phenomenon and their findings can inform the design of a more
robust and hypothesis driven analysis. Even in this latter scenario,
domain experts will still attempt to ascertain whether data are suitable and sufficient or whether new data must be acquired. In the
second phase of data reconnaissance and task wrangling, domain
experts will view these data to gain a sense of what these datasets
are, how they may be related, and a high-level overview of what
they show. Here, we use the term view to imply that they visualize
their data in order to generate a rapid and high level assessment of
its utility. The key point is that viewing to quickly assess utility
does not require the sophistication of viewing to address the ultimate
task. In the third phase, domain experts use the resulting views to
assess whether these data meet any of their needs, whether more
data may be collected, and what tasks these data could be used for.
As part of their assessment, domain experts can begin to determine
whether these data serve particular analytic and domain specific
tasks. Finally, in the fourth phase, domain experts can then opt to
pursue additional data sources. Additional data are pursued when
domain experts determine that the present dataset is insufficient to
robustly support a research question. If access is restricted by regulatory and organizational constraints, experts could also use the these
assessment-oriented views of the data to build a case for accessing
other restricted data. By building on the results of the initial three
phases, domain experts pursue data in a principled manner to further
expand their knowledge of the data landscape through a process of
progressive elaboration.
These cycles of acquire, view, assess, and pursue are repeated in
order to form a final dataset for analysis and crisper notion of the
visual analysis tasks. Domain experts’ understanding and mental
model of data, goals, and tasks evolves over time, and we have
defined three stages that delineate this progression, shown in Fig. 2.
During the initial phase, which we call fog and friction, an expert
attempts to familiarize themselves with the data landscape, specifically what data are available and what data may still need to be
accessed or collected. Viewing and assessing the data over repeated
cycles provides a clearer sense of the tasks, that produces a targeted
pursuit of datasets, or even field attributes that link datasets - an analysis phase we refer to as informed ideation. Eventually, experts
can conclude with final data: a demarcated dataset that can be used
for some specific analysis goal (e.g. [4, 10]). This final data may
be used for a design study if a clear need for a bespoke solution
emerges, or an existing general purpose EVA system might suffice
for investigation.
Fig. 3 illustrates the differences between data reconnaissance and
task wrangling and two previous approaches: human-centered design generally [11] and design study methodology specifically [12].
Broadly, all three of these approaches involve people, data, tasks, and
visual encodings. The prior approaches require that people provide
some context of creation, data, and some initial set of tasks that are
further refined over time and that directly inform the design of visual
encodings. Our conceptual framework permits a loosely defined

creation context and advocates using the data itself to inform the
creation of visual encodings in order to help experts progressively
identify relevant tasks and motivate the pursuit and acquisition of
new data. In Fig. 4, we overlay the phases of our conceptual framework on the human-centered design loop to indicate the goals of
each phase.
3.3

Example Scenario

We conclude this section by presenting an example scenario of data
reconnaissance and task wrangling that was informed by our collaboration with public health experts working with many heterogeneous
datasets of different sizes and collected through multiple modalities,
including electronic health records, social networks from community
investigations, laboratory data, and spatial data.
The overarching goal of domain experts is to arrive at a finalized
dataset that may be analyzed and visualized to inform practice standards and policy making. Experts begin in fog and friction where
they attempt to acquire, view, and assess available data. They perform some initial statistical and visual analyses to make a quick
assessment to identify data needs and pursue additional datasets,
some that are available, and others that may need to generated or
requested from gate keepers. Over time, experts will move to informed ideation, where dataset linkages are explored and solidified.
Data visualizations will also become more complex as more data
are made available and linked together. Visualizations developed
in this phase may be considered pilot studies that provide initial
evidence for some hypothesis or reveal gaps and issues in the available data; initially exploratory studies may also be conducted to
delineate analytic and visual tasks more clearly. These studies will
grant further access to other data, or funds to generate new data.
Finally, experts can arrive at their final data with a crisper notion of
their tasks. Traditional design study methods or existing EVA tools
can be suitably employed, depending upon expert needs.
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A NALYSIS

OF

P RIOR D ESIGN S TUDIES

We detected suggestive references to data reconnaissance and tasks
wrangling procedures in at least two instances [7, 14], and we sought
to identify the extent that these procedures may have occurred in
prior visualization design studies. To do so, we collected and analyzed data types and tasks reported in previously published design
studies.
4.1

Methodology

We assessed 100 design studies published between 2010 and 2018.
We primarily source these studies from vispubdata [9] and further
augmented that data by web scraping session titles of prior VIS
and EuroVis conferences to identify other design studies and also
by conducting an analysis of article title and abstract text for the
terms (design AND stud*) or application. We analyzed full
papers and keywords for data types and tasks. We generously considered a task to be anything that proceeded the term ’task’, ’design requirements’, or ’design requirements’ in the text; we did
not include instances when the term task was used in a general
sense (e.g. as in the phrase “users performed different tasks for
analysis.”). We classified data and tasks according to their specialization: general, analytic, and specialized. The ’general’ classification, refers to data and tasks that could be broadly interpreted,
such ‘exploring’, ‘browsing’, or ‘communicating’ data. ’Analytic’
classification indicate a more specific analytic intent for available
data, such as ‘comparing’,‘summarizing’, or ‘aggregating’ data,
but that do not indicate a specific data type. Finally, specialized
tasks have a crisp delineation of a data type and task, such as ’compare the structure of RNA isoforms’. We consider general tasks to
potentially indicate instances of data reconnaissance and task wrangling. We have made our analyses and its results available online at
https://github.com/amcrisan/datarecon taskwrangle analysis.

4.2

Results & Interpretation

Of the 100 articles, 42 articles did not indicate any tasks at all and
were discarded from further analysis; we were able to extract and
analyze 235 tasks from 58 unique articles. Interestingly, of the 58
articles that had tasks listed, many reported evaluative tasks, which
assess the performance of a system, but do not list user specified
tasks, which articulate needs of experts and motivate the design of
the system. In this analysis, we do not differentiate between user
and evaluative tasks, but we note that evaluative tasks may be driven
more by visualization designers, rather than the needs of experts to
understand their data landscapes.
Next, we derived high-level categories of tasks (general, analytic,
and specialized) by examining whether the task made reference to a
specific data type. We classified a total of 52 (52/235; 20%) tasks
as falling into either general tasks (14/52; 27%) or analytic tasks
(38/52; 73%) that are communicated without a specific reference to
a domain or data type. We interpreted the presence of general tasks
to suggest that data reconnaissance and task wrangling processes
may have been a factor in those prior studies because a more refined
relationship between data and tasks was not indicated. There are
evident limitations to this retrospective analysis approach as it is
not possible to go back in time and truly tease out the intentions of
visualization researchers or their targeted domain experts. However,
examining the dichotomy between sets of very general and specific
tasks is a useful indicator of potential instances of data reconnaissance and task wrangling. Further study with additional data could
serve to better delineate the boundary between data reconnaissance
behavior from experts seeking to find viable datasets, and investigative exploration conducted by experts who seek to deeply probe a
final dataset.
5

D ISCUSSION

Domain experts need help understanding their complex data landscapes before they can begin to deeply explore a specific dataset
to derive new and actionable insights. Existing data visualization
systems are primarily developed with the assumption that experts
wish to explore a specific dataset, a process we call investigative
exploration, and do not help domain experts understand broader
data landscapes, including data that are presently inaccessible to
them. We have introduced data reconnaissance and task wrangling
as higher-order processes used by experts to uncover a data landscape. We have also defined a conceptual framework with four
phases, acquire, view, assess, and pursue, to concretely describe
actions driving these processes.
Data reconnaissance and task wrangling processes may be captured through application of the DSM, and indeed we have seen
potential evidence of this in our examination of prior research. However, the DSM and other similar methodologies require more concrete data and tasks and are also labor intensive, often requiring
multiple rounds of qualitative investigations, prototyping, and evaluation to inform visual encoding design. It would be useful to speed
up the data reconnaissance and task wrangling processes. Furthermore, domain experts and visualization researchers may not have
access to all available data for a study, but may use such a tool to
articulate a clear need for data access.
5.1

Response of Domain Experts

We were motivated by our collaboration with public health stakeholders to create concrete definitions for data reconnaissance and
task wrangling, along with the conceptual framework. Our insights
arose through discussions and interviews intended to elicit goals,
data, and tasks from these domain experts. In this process, one expert
articulated an interesting point that he could not begin to understand
what a data visualization, or even analytic, system should do because
he himself was learning about this new complex data. We found that
this perspective is, in fact, common and has been observed by others

working with domain experts that are increasingly inundated with
new and unfamiliar types of data and access constraints [8].
We have previously published on the constraints surrounding data
available [5] and confidences of domain experts to interpret emerging
types of data derived from new genomic technologies [6]. However,
we have only recently characterized the challenges we uncovered
in this prior work as resulting from data reconnaissance and task
wrangling. Once we began to use the term data reconnaissance in
lieu of the more general exploration, the tone of our conversation
with experts changed. They felt they could associate much more
strongly with the idea of reconnaissance and it led to more concrete
discussions of what a data visualization system should do.
5.2 Implications for Design
Data reconnaissance and task wrangling processes introduce new
challenges for developing data visualization systems because they
acknowledge an expert’s incomplete and evolving understanding of
data, goals, and tasks. This has implications for data visualization
systems and models for investigative EVA that assume a specific
configuration of data and crisper goals and tasks . Our conceptual
framework suggests that there would be value in developing new
systems that are able to quickly and even automatically develop
visual encodings from data for the purposes of exploring these data
landscapes. We have proposed that these new systems should be:
• Responsive to different types of data that exist within a heterogeneous data landscape
• Adaptable to the visual encoding, interactions, and constraints
arising from these different data types
• Relevant to domain-specific needs
• Helpful to navigate the breadth of a complex visualization
design space that arises from heterogeneous data landscapes
Many different systems could conform to these design requirements. However, a system that is able to help domain experts rapidly
view and meaningfully assess their data will be of greatest value.
Such a system could be used in conjunction with traditional design
study methodologies to speed up the process. Finally, the three
stages (fog and friction, informed ideation, and demarcation of final
data) may each require different solutions and defining transition
boundaries between these stages would be an interesting area of
future work.
6 C ONCLUSION
Data reconnaissance and task wrangling are co-ordinated processes
that domain experts undertake to familiarize themselves with an
unfamiliar data landscape. These processes are essential to identify
and triage viable datasets that can then be explored or analyzed
in depth. However, these processes have been largely overlooked
by the visualization research community. Here, we have provided
definitions for data reconnaissance and task wrangling and have
developed a conceptual framework that reifies how these processes
are used to navigate an unfamiliar data landscape where some data
is immediately accessible and other data is not. While our definitions and conceptual framework require further validation, we
hope that providing these concrete definitions will enable visualization researchers and practitioners characterize and explicitly support
domain experts in their attempts to understand unfamiliar data landscapes.
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